Grand Canyon Gas Logs

Established in 2011 Grand Canyon Gas Logs was designed to bring quality, realism and American manufacturing back to the hearth industry gas log market. Scouring the South West for the perfect log, each log is individually cast and hand painted to perfection. Grand Canyon Gas Log is a combination of the industry’s most authentic looking ceramic refractory logs and the highest quality manufactured array of burners. Designed, engineered and manufactured in the United States, Grand Canyon Gas Logs craftsmen pour American pride into each log and burner they build. Manufactured in the heartland of America, our burners are made of 30 gauge 304 thickness stainless steel and feature a fully welded flue for superior quality that is unmatched in the gas log market. All products manufactured by Grand Canyon Gas Logs carry a lifetime warranty when installed inside your fireplace. Take a look at our full line of indoor and outdoor products to truly understand the Grand Canyon Gas Log difference.

Who Is Kyle?

Kyle is a real breeded man scanning the Arizona countryside in search of the finest logs. This is not a mythical creature that we have created but a real person that would be on your side. Kyle’s jolly spirit is infectious and his tenacity and work ethic is unmatched by any log burner of his kind. The spirit of Kyle is the foundation of Grand Canyon Gas Logs striving to bring reality to an old industry. Grand Canyon Gas Logs, “Real Logs From Real People”.

GRAND CANYON GAS LOGS

REAL LOGS... FROM REAL PEOPLE
Grand Canyon Gas Log’s Species & Sizes

Found across the Arizona terrain, Grand Canyon Gas Log’s feature unique life-like characteristics throughout all our styles. From the unique wood decay, cracking and splitting found in the Phoenix, Surrogate and Western Desertwood to the deep rich bark etched natural highlights in the Arizona Woodland Oak and Arizona Whiskey Gas Charred our logs make you feel like you have chopped wood in your fireplace. Take notice to the detail in each one of these individually cast, hand polished works of art.

These log are available in multiple arrangements, front view and side through with sizes ranging from 18” – 120”.

OUTDOOR BURNERS & PANS

All Outdoor Burners and Fire Rings are built with 304 Stainless Steel and carry a lifetime warranty when installed inside or outside.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burner Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**OLYMPUS FIRE TABLE COLLECTION**

**FIRE TABLE COLORS**

- Black
- Gray
- White
- Rust
- Bone

Also Available:

Optional Fire-Pit Gas Log Sets
- 18” - 24” 9 pcs. Set
- 30” - 36” 16 pcs. Set

**ATHENA ½” Reflective Glass Colors**

- Poseidon Light Blue
- Calypso Light Blue
- Krystallo Diamond
- Vesper Black
- Apollo Bronze
- Terra Copper
- Athena Diamond

Athena ½” Reflective Glass is sold in 10 pound clear plastic containers. Athena glass is designed for use in fire pits and other fire features. When the glass is in a fire-pit or the feature – Do not touch the glass as it is hot and may cause 3rd degree burns. Keep away from children.

**Lava Rocks, Granules & Pebbles**

- Lava Rock: Available in 15 lb. Bags
- Lava Granules: Available in 15 lb. Bags
- 1” - 2” Lava Pebbles: Available in 50 lb. Bags
- 2” - 3” Lava Pebbles: Available in 50 lb. Bags

**Colorado River Fiber Stones & Fiber Cannon Balls**

- Black - Box of 16
- Gray Wash - Box of 16
- Silver - Box of 16
- Bronze - Box of 16
- Red - Box of 16
- White - Box of 16

- Black - Box of 12 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver
- Gray - Box of 16 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver

- 2” Cannon Balls: Box of 12 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver
- 4” Cannon Balls: Box of 6 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver
- 6” Cannon Balls: Box of 4 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver

**6” Cannon Balls**

- Box of 4 - Black, Dark Gray or Silver

**Square Fire Table**

Dimensions: 48” x 48” x 18” (Shown in White)

**Linear Fire Table**

Dimensions: 60” x 30” x 18” (Shown in Gray)

**Round Fire Table**

Dimensions: 44” x 44” x 18” (Shown in Black)